Coming from Leonberg, Pforzheim, Sindelfingen, Kirchheim, Ulm:
- On the A8/A81 towards Stuttgart (S), take exit 51 – Kreuz Stuttgart junction
- A831 towards S-Zentrum/S-Vaihingen, which turns into the B14
- Stay on B14 till exit towards S-Vaihingen/STEP/Unterer Grund
- After 750 m keep to the right towards Österfeld/STEP
- Getting to the system house: At the first roundabout, take the second exit and drive to the next roundabout. Take the first exit on to Meitnerstraße. You can park directly in front of the building and in the underground car park [in the spaces marked “Bechtle SH”] in der Tiefgarage (Plätze „Bechtle SH“) Alternatively: At the first roundabout, take the third exit to the P+R multi-storey car park [public and with charges]
- Bechtle is approx. 5 mins on foot: Cross the road at the zebra crossing at the roundabout. Follow Wankelstraße to Gropius-platz, cross the square and keep left. Bechtle is on the left-hand side. Follow the steps to the entrance

Coming from Stuttgart:
- B14 towards Böblingen/S-Vaihingen till you reach exit “S-Vaihingen/STEP/Unterer Grund” Caution: the exit is on the left-hand side!
- At the light, turn right onto Zuseestrasse
- In the roundabout, take the third exit … (see “Coming from Leonberg, Pforzheim”)

By Public Transport from Stuttgart Hbf [main station]:
- Take S-Bahn Line S1 (Herrenberg), S2 (Filderstadt), S3 (Flughafen/Messe) to the Österfeld stop [marked “S” on the map]
- Approx. 10 min by foot: walk in the opposite direction in which the train is traveling and head towards the elevator. Cross the pedestrian bridge over the railway and street, then keep to the right and go past the P+R car park, before the roundabout, turn right and cross the street at the crosswalk, follow Wankelstrasse till you reach Gropiusplatz, walk across the square and keep to the left
- You will find Bechtle on the left-hand side. The staircase will take you to the entrance